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"To be a human among humans."

That is one of the main goals for everyone to experience and feel in any group. This will be the focus
of my talk at this ASGPP conference. 
    When everyone in a group has the experience of feeling connected, emotionally and intellectually;
when in that moment the group itself feels safe and trusting/trusted; that experience is a gift that lead-
ers owe the members of their groups. It's something that I always keep in the 'side of my mind' when
leading groups. The term that resonates most with me for this experience is what is known as "Group
Cohesion." 
    It is a felt sense among and between group members themselves as well as between the group and
its leader, conductor or facilitator.  
    There are many components to what makes for a successful group expe-
rience, depending on the type of group and the theoretical orientation of the
leader and the setting of the group. As psychodramatists, you might have a
unique way of thinking about or naming cohesion.
This talk will address the meaning of cohesion in groups, and will include
types of interventions that foster group cohesion. 
    Examples will be given from international groups that this presenter has led
that have forever become part of his soul as well as examples of his clinical
experiences leading groups after the terror attack of September 11th, 2001.  
    An encounter at the recent IAGP Psychodrama Conference in Iseo, Italy,
with an Israeli man and the President of IAGP regarding inclusion/exclusion
of people will be also be included and discussed with respect to the power of
group cohesion. 


